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Abstract
In this work we present a new bio-inspired method (using an adapted, frog based Particle Swarm
Optimization) that can track a skyrmion’s position. The structure and position of skyrmions in a
given system is usually determined either by visual impression through a vector plot, or by averaging
over magnetization and topological charge. Due to the inherent difficulty of acquiring this information
in discrete systems, and also in systems with finite boundaries, we present a method which is able
to reliably track a wide array of different topological structures, while also providing additional data
about internal degrees of freedom, in both stationary and dynamic cases.
Keywords: Micromagnetism, Skyrmions, Bioinspired Algorithm
1. Introduction
Skyrmions first appeared in particle physics [1],
and are topological excitations of a system that
behave as quasiparticles. From recent experimen-
tal results, we know that many systems in con-
densed matter, such as Bose-Einstein condensates
[2, 3], among others [4, 5], and in materials science
[6, 7, 8] can present skyrmions. In particular, they
appear as stable states in some magnetic nanos-
tructures, where they are studied in the context of
fundamental nanomagnetism and also in employ-
ing skyrmion quasiparticles in spintronic devices
[9, 10]. Regarding the latter, skyrmions represent
a great alternative for the future of data storage
and for logic processing devices [11, 12].
Experimentally, skyrmions have first been ob-
served for systems under the effect of external
magnetic fields [13, 14]. With the progress of ex-
perimental techniques, skyrmions have been sta-
bilized at room temperature even without exter-
nal magnetic fields [15, 16]. Usually, skyrmions
can appear through two known mechanisms in
magnetic systems: by the Chiral Magnetic Ef-
fect (CME) of a material, which may result in the
creation of a lattice of stable and localized soli-
tons [7, 17], and by the presence of an induced
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DMI) coupling [18, 19]
corresponding to a strongly antisymmetrical ex-
change interaction among magnetic moments in
the interface of two materials [20, 21, 22]. In
both cases, the fundamental property that rules
the appearance of stable skyrmions is a breaking
of inversion symmetry in systems with very strong
spin-orbit coupling [23].
Because skyrmions are topological entities,
they can be handled in a theoretical manner by
continuous models [24, 25]. From the compu-
tational point of view, the mathematical treat-
ment is done in a discretized and numerical way,
typically being addressed by the micromagnetic
approach[26]. Any comparison between theoreti-
cal, experimental and simulation data is strongly
related to our capacity of obtaining properly com-
parable measurements from the three approaches.
The quality and credibility of these measurements
is the core to our confidence in the results. Since
more general software packages do not aim to ad-
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dress every kind of specific problem, it is not al-
ways easy to extract data from simulations at the
same time as they are running. Even for some
straightforward and fundamental measurements
such as the skyrmion positions, there is no consen-
sus in literature as to what is the most appropri-
ate technique (given that it can be done in many
different ways [27, 28, 29]), and also what is the
error associated to each numerical approach.
During the last years, bio-inspired algorithms
are appearing in many areas as a good alternative
to more traditional methods, giving rapid and sat-
isfying solutions to very complex computational
problems [30, 31, 32]. Heuristics based in biolog-
ical systems have already been used in other fun-
damental sciences, being able to predict optimal
paths [32], geometric configurations of complex
molecules [33, 34], and even to model potentials
of interactions [35, 36].
Observing the difficulties of traditional meth-
ods in describing the position and internal degrees
of freedom of skyrmions, we develop a rather flex-
ible method that can describe many topological
variants including skyrmions. To this purpose, in
this work we present a technique to extract addi-
tional data from traditional micromagnetic sim-
ulations using a frogs inspired method. We fo-
cus our attention in obtaining skyrmion trajecto-
ries and other internal variables integrated over
time during simulations, generating more coher-
ent data sets and giving access into previously in-
accessible values over the course of the magneti-
zation dynamics. In the Methodology (section 2),
we discuss the initial assumptions used in our mi-
cromagnetic calculations and the theory behind
the Frogs Method. In the Results (section 3), we
present the obtained data for some test models,
highlighting the advantages of the methodology
presented, when compared to previously reported
techniques.
2. Methodology
In the micromagnetic model [26], a given
atomic system is redefined as a cluster of cells,
each containing N atomic magnetic moments (µ)
whose directions are roughly the same (i.e the
angle θ among every µ is very small and varies
smoothly across cells). Considering these assump-
tions, the material can then be described by the
average density of atomic moments contained in
each cell. This average, for appropriate system
size, is then approximately a continuous function
of both time and cell position, M(r, t). Micro-
magnetism allows us to deal with systems of nano-
and mesoscopic size, by reducing the number of
effective interactions that would otherwise have
to be calculated in a fully quantum mechanical
description. With this, there is a considerate gain
in simulation time and a decrease of the use of
system RAM memory.
Since in practice the structure is composed of a
cluster of cells, it is very convenient to employ a fi-
nite difference scheme to spatially decompose the
field M into a set of local magnetization vectors,
located in each cell center, given by:
Mi =
1
vcel
∑
k
µk =
mi
vcel
(1)
where vcel is the cell volume and mi the resulting
magnetic moment in cell i.
The cell partition size must be bound within
the exchange length λex =
√
2A
µ0M2s
, which rep-
resents the spatial scale at which the (local) ex-
change interactions becomes negligible, therefore
degrading the resolution of our model. We choose
a cubic cell of size a0 such that a0 ≤ λex to en-
sure that the atomic moments contained in each
cell will be approximately aligned i.e, the short
range exchange interactions dominates magneto-
static effects. A represents the exchange stiffness,
µ0 is the vacuum permeability and Ms is the sat-
uration magnetization.
We also assume the cells have the same number
of atomic moments in average, therefore having a
structure where the magnetization vectors have a
constant modulus, varying only their directions.
The latter approximation only fails in continu-
ous boundaries that cannot be properly build up
from a cubic lattice. Nevertheless, a smaller lat-
tice parameter a might still be able to reasonably
describe such systems.
This approach is very common in studying
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topological excitations of magnetic systems, like
in the case of skyrmions [37, 38, 39, 40] or vor-
tices [41, 42, 43]. As mentioned, this is due to the
typical size range of structures lying in the inter-
val from nanometers to several micrometers. In
this size range, an atomistic approach would re-
quire handling as many as (1010)2 interactions in
average (e.g, for the widely used Cobalt, we have
a numerical density of ≈ 9.1 × 1010µm−3). The
necessity of simulating dozens or even hundreds
of different initial conditions and constraints at a
time for each such system puts the quantum me-
chanical approach far beyond the capabilities of
available hardware.
As skyrmions are stable and topologically pro-
tected, it’s common in literature to treat them by
the continuous theoretical approach presented by
Thiele [44] for magnetic bubbles. In this case, the
dynamics of the magnetization field, given by the
L.L.G. equation [45], is reduced by introducing
the transformation m(r, t) = m0(r−R(t)), where
R(t) is the skyrmion position. This is equivalent
to a Galilei transformation, where the quasipar-
ticle becomes the origin of the system of coordi-
nates, and the evolution of the field m can be de-
scribed by a simple translation of m0(r) = m(r, 0)
over the trajectory R(t).
Following the method proposed in [15], we use
the ansatz of a skyrmion in the form m0 =
sin(pi
2
φ+ δ)zˆ+cos(pi
2
φ+ δ)θˆ, where we use a cylin-
drical coordinate system, i.e. r = rrˆ(θ) + zzˆ, δ is
a phase angle and φ is given by
φ(r) =
1−
(
r
RS
)2/(1−s)
1−
(
r
RS
)2/(1−s) (2)
In this ansatz, s ∈ [0; 1) is a dimensionless pa-
rameter that can be associated with the strength
of the magnetic interactions in the material and
RS ∈ (0;∞] is the skyrmion radius. From now on
we will consider a null phase δ = 0, but it can also
be included in the optimization process for more
complex skyrmion configurations.
In this setup, the full dynamics of a given mag-
netic system is completely known if we can deter-
mine R(t) = xS(t)xˆ + yS(t)yˆ, Rs and s. In more
general approaches, it could happen that bound-
ary conditions, external driving forces and curva-
ture change the skyrmion shape, and in this case
we have both Rs and s as functions of time, or
an even more complex ansatz would be needed to
properly describe the skyrmion shape.
A typical micromagnetic simulation (such as
the ones performed by popular software packages
OOMF [46] and MuMax [47]) usually gives as out-
put the dataset mi(tn) for each moment i in given
time steps tn. We can then focus our efforts in
extracting from this kind of data sets the val-
ues of R, RS and s. For that, we introduce a
bio-inspired optimization algorithm that has its
meta-heuristic based in a frog population search-
ing for food abundant regions. In this methodol-
ogy, closely related to the classical Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) [48, 49], we explore the fol-
lowing assumptions over our motivating system,
i.e, a population of frogs:
1. The frogs are able to change their positions
all at once, leaping to randomized places from
each one’s vicinity, in search for a better place
to hunt food.
2. Each frog uses the information given by the
sounds emitted by others (croaks). Through
this means of communication, in analogy to
the PSO, a single frog has by itself the infor-
mation of the best position already known by
the whole group (army) and uses it to leap
onto a better direction.
3. When jumping, a frog weights its own indi-
vidual, fully randomized leap with one leap
that is entirely based on the army’s informa-
tion. This is made by taking a mean value
from the whole frog set, weighted by an ad-
justable parameter in the model.
4. The maximum size of a frog leap is limited to
its physical capabilities. With this in mind,
an additional adjustable parameter is intro-
duced in order to give each frog a limit of
single leap length.
5. If a leap puts a given frog in a place that is
worse than the last one, the frog will auto-
matically undo its own leap. For all effects
and purposes, it will be as if the frog didn’t
leap at the present time step.
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We highlight that the item 1 of our assumptions
introduces a key difference from the traditional
PSO, that is, the frogs will have a randomized
trajectory. In Doing so, the model acts also in
analogy to the well known Metropolis algorithm
[50, 51, 52]. In a sense, this means that the Frog
Method, as in Markov Chain Monte Carlo opti-
mization, can potentially cover all of configura-
tion space if given enough time. The advantage
brought by the frogs in comparison to that class
of methods, even against Multi-path Monte Carlo
[53], is that the multi-agent approach of frogs en-
able also that the agents exchange information,
thereby cutting down on computational time in
many cases.
Giving these assumptions, we can assign to a
given frog f the 4D position vector (in configu-
ration space) xf (t) = (x1,ft , x
2,f
t , x
3,f
t , x
4,f
t ), with
x1 := xS, x
2 := yS, x
3 := RS and x
4 := s. The
time evolution of a given configuration is then
modelled by the change in the frogs position vec-
tors, that will be processed just as in PSO, using
xi,ft+1 = x
i,f
t + v
i,f
t . Note that, in this model, we
are treating the discrete optimization “time” as
dimensionless (∆t = 1), with vi,ft having the same
units as xi,ft . Also, the concept of “time” we are
dealing with here is related to the optimization
process in configuration space, and is not to be
confused with the continuum real time that ap-
pears on both L.L.G. and Thiele equations.
To determine the optimization leaps given by
the frogs, we will use the following formulae,
based on our assumptions listed before:
vi,ft =
Limax
ρ+1
(
Rand[−1, 1] + ρRand[0, 1]
(
git−xi,ft
|git−xi,ft |
))
.
(3)
Limax is the max leap length for the i-th degree
of freedom and ρ indicates how much the frog will
trust the army opinion in detriment of the ran-
dom step, both adjustable parameters presented
in the assumptions. Rand[a, b] represents a ran-
dom number generated in the interval [a, b] each
time this calculation is done and git represents the
value for the i-th degree of freedom of the best
position known by the army in the instant t.
At each step, it will be the case to one frog that
git = x
i,s
t , which can cause problems with our v
formulae as they are defined. Additional caution
in calculations has to be taken to evade divisions
by 0.
To evaluate the step in configuration space, the
frog has to calculate the quality of its new pro-
posed configuration in order to compare with the
previous ones. This is the problem of finding a fit,
i.e. a function that says how good a solution is.
Here, we want to find the values of (xS, yS, RS, s)
that best represent the mi given by a previous
micromagnetic simulation. To do so, we propose
the fitting function f(xf ) as:
f(xS, yS, RS, s) =
∑
i
∣∣∣∣∣∣mi · zˆ − sin
1−( (xi−xs)2+(yi−ys)2R2S ) 11−s
1+
(
(xi−xs)2+(yi−ys)2
R2
S
) 1
1−s
∣∣∣∣∣∣.
(4)
Where (xi, yi) is the position of the i-th micro-
magnetic cell. Expression (4) represents the total
error in predicting the value of mz, integrated over
every cell. With this, the best position will be the
one with the lower value of f . The full error inte-
grating the difference in the three dimensions of
m can also be used, but it will require more com-
putational time, and this choice of f has shown
to be good enough in our studied systems (as will
be seen in section 3).
For all the calculations shown in section 3, we
used 10 frogs that scouted for the skyrmion during
50 steps. As a maximum leap length, we used
Lxmax = L
y
max = L
Rs
max = 0.5a0, L
s
max = 0.5. ρ has
been chosen as 1.
In order to compare the obtained results of this
method with others that can be found in litera-
ture, we estimated xS and yS by other two previ-
ously reported methods [29]. The first one is to
determine the skyrmion core position by equating
it to the location of the mean 〈mz〉 of the struc-
ture, when mz is treated in the sense of distribu-
tions. It can be done by the following equation:
x<mz> =
∫
x(mz−1)dV∫
(mz−1)dV ; y<mz> =
∫
y(mz−1)dV∫
(mz−1)dV .
(5)
A second way is to first calculate the density of
topological charge, or winding number n, by the
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formula:
n =
1
2
µν(∂νm× ∂µm) ·m (6)
Where µ and ν sum over x, y and z. After that,
we can equate the skyrmion center to the position
of the mean of topological charge distribution of
the system. This can be done by the following
equation:
x<n> =
∫
xndV∫
ndV
; y<n> =
∫
yndV∫
ndV
. (7)
In both methods, the micromagnetic approxi-
mation is used, by changing the integral of dV
into a sum over cell elements i. In the discrete
systems, all the derivatives are treated as centered
finite differences and all boundary cells have been
unconsidered.
To apply the Frogs, the Center of mz and the
Center of n techniques, we generated three model
micromagnetic structures, in which we evaluated
the magnetization evolution over time starting
from a skyrmion configuration. The model ge-
ometries and initial skyrmion positions can be
seen in Fig. 1. In model III, a current density was
also used as driver for the skyrmion motion. The
simulation parameters are set for those of a stan-
dard CoPt interface with z-axis anisotropy K and
an induced Dzyaloshinskii−Moriya interaction D
: Ms = 5.8 × 105[A/m], A = 15 × 10−12 [J/m],
K = 12.0×105 [J/m], D = 4.0×10−3 [J/m]. Dur-
ing dynamics simulations of the LLG equation, a
damping parameter of α = 0.1 and cell size pa-
rameter of a = 2.0 × 10−9[m] were used, with a
timestep of ∆t ≈ 4.3×10−15[s]. In the dynamics of
model III, a Spin-Transfer Torque driving current
[54] of 1.0×1012[J/m] was used, with an adiabatic
momentum transfer parameter of β = 0.35 and a
mean polarization of P = 0.7.
Our implementation of the Frogs Method has
been done using FORTRAN90, in serial program-
ming. A full pseudo-code describing the imple-
mentation can be found in Appendix A. The mi-
cromagnetic scheme used in our simulations is due
to the authors own group, and has been previ-
ously used to describe a wide arrange of magnetic
systems [41, 55, 37].
Figure 1: Three models used in our micromagnetic simula-
tions. The blue asterisk represent the initial position of the
skyrmion center and the red circle represent the origin of
the coordinate system adopted (in the center of the model
for I and III, but in the vertex of the square in model II).
3. Results
The three proposed models were built as de-
scribed in Fig. 1. We proceed with plotting the
obtained trajectories for the three models and
comparing the obtained results with the Frogs
Method and the others. The obtained trajecto-
ries can be seen in figure 2 for model I, in figure
3 for model II and in figure 4 for model III.
Figure 2: Trajectories obtained for the three tested
methodologies in the model I.
In models I and II, even with very similar out-
comes, we can begin to see the nature of the be-
havior of each method. The Frogs Method usually
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Figure 3: Trajectories obtained for the three tested
methodologies in the model II.
Figure 4: Trajectories obtained for the three tested
methodologies in the model III.
returns a position in between the predicted posi-
tion from the expected values of mz and n, with
the one from mz closer to the center of the struc-
ture. Even with the geometric center of model II
not coinciding with the origin of the coordinate
system, the results of taking the position as the
position of mean value 〈mz〉 seems to present a
systemic deviation in the direction of the struc-
ture geometric center.
This divergence becomes notable when analyz-
ing the trajectory for model III, where the initial
stable values of xS using mz are approximately
25a0 higher than the same value from n or from
the frogs method. From the frame in figure 5, we
can see that in fact the mz based prediction is far
from the visual skyrmion position. Also in this
figure, we can see that even the prediction from
n deviates slightly from the actual center of the
skyrmion.
From the definition of both skyrmion positions,
based on mz and n, we can see that near a bound-
ary, the values will tend either away from, or
towards the edges, due to translation symmetry
breaking that produce a net topological charge.
This effect in turn pulls the position of both mean
values out of the actual skyrmion core, coinciding
only in the limiting case of a plane.
Even though the Frogs Method introduces noise
through random number trials, which is not
present in the other methodologies, it does not
show any position bias, either towards to, or
away from edges. This is because each frog pur-
posely considers the magnetization changes close
to boundaries in the integration, repeatedly dur-
ing each leap, by use of the fitting function.
Figure 5: Graphic representations of the predicted posi-
tion of the skyrmion by the different methods for model
III. The background is a density plot of the topological
charge n across the ribbon, and markers correspond to the
prediction by each method.
Regarding precision, the frogs results can be
systematically improved by changing the param-
eters and averaging over many calculations of the
same value using different seeds. However, even
within a single attempt at predicting the posi-
tion, each obtained value from the frogs comes
with the calculated fitting function defined in eq.
4, therefore giving a direct notion of whether or
not, and by how much, can the measurement be
trusted. The combination of these factors leads
to a straightforward self-consistent optimization
algorithm that is likely to be better suited in
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describing more complex systems, where the as-
sumption that mi and n are smooth distribu-
tions during all of dynamics breaks down, and
also in the cases where they do not have clearly
defined peaks, such as skyrmion lattices or dur-
ing the interaction of one or more skyrmions or
anti-skyrmions.
In addition, our tests pointed out that the typ-
ical deviation in the skyrmion tracking position
for the same input mi and with the parameters
used in this work, i.e only modifying the random
numbers, is approximately 0.1a0, which represents
a remarkable achievement in precision, compared
against results from the other methods.
With every studied case, the dynamics started
with an ideal skyrmion as described by equation
2, using RS = 4.00a0 and s = 0.50. We addi-
tionally used the Frogs Method to directly track
time evolution of these parameters, since they are
inaccessible to the other methods.
During the total course of simulating with
model I, the initial configuration evolved to RS =
(3.25± 0.11)a0 and s = (0.38± 0.04). For model
II, these values are RS = (3.33 ± 0.04)a0 and
s = (0.40 ± 0.01), and for model III, RS =
(3.01± 0.36)a0 and s = (0.36± 0.05). The larger
deviation in model III comes from a temporal de-
pendence of RS through the dynamics, in which
the skyrmion radius shrinks as it approaches a
boundary. The same reduction in the proximity
of a boundary can be seen in s, but with smaller
deviation. This behavior is shown in figure 6.
From the Rs(t) profile, it can be seen that
the skyrmion radius reduces as the time passes
and it approaches the nanoribbon edge. This ef-
fect is due to a skyrmion-edge repulsion which
also reduces the skyrmion velocity as it starts to
travel tangentially to the closest boundary. It
has been modeled in stationary cases and equi-
librium values have been observed experimentally
and also qualitatively in simulations [56, 57]. Note
however, that a properly quantified measurement
of the change in skyrmion size, obtained in the
course of the dynamics simulations to a high de-
gree of precision, is neither readily accessible nor
trivial from first principles and the magnetization
profiles alone. This description thus immediately
Figure 6: Evolution of RS for the initial 2.5 ns of dynam-
ics simulation using model III. The graph shows that the
skyrmion radius decreases in time, just as the skyrmion
approaches the edge of the nanoribbon. This is a good
example of dynamically changing behavior that can be
thoroughly quantified using the Frogs Method. The cross
markers show data obtained by the Frogs while the line
shows a least squares fitting of this same data.
showcases the usefulness of the Frogs Method.
4. Conclusion
We proposed a bio-inspired data extracting
method to handle typical mi(tn) data obtained
from most of the traditional micromagnetism
packages and to obtain skyrmion trajectory and
information regarding internal coordinates. The
so called Frogs Method is inspired by the search
of food in a hypothetical frog army, which is
in essence very similar to the traditional PSO,
but brings a random walk approach to the prob-
lem that is comparable to the widely used Monte
Carlo techniques.
Our methodology has been compared with pre-
viously reported ones in handling output from
skyrmion dynamics of three model structures, to
obtain the trajectory of a skyrmion towards equi-
librium. The Frogs Method has been able, in ad-
dition to properly modelling the trajectory, to also
track data from equilibrium RS and s values, as
well as showing their behavior over time. This
data pointed to a shrinking of RS over time that
is clearly visible in the dynamics, but so far re-
mained elusive to quantify in a readily accessible
manner.
In the trajectories, the Frogs Method has shown
to satisfiably track skyrmion position in compar-
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ison to the other methods. The value obtained
by mz systematically gives positions deviated to-
wards the center of the studied structures (by
failing to account for boundary demagnetization),
while the trajectory obtained by n does the same
in the opposite direction, towards boundaries (by
failing to account for a small but non-negligible
boundary topological charge). The Frogs Method
on the other hand, gives a trajectory that shows
a random error that is estimated to be around
0.1a0, significantly smaller than the errors from
the other methods even in the visual impression
from figure 5. This error can be further reduced
if required, by averaging over a larger number of
measurements with different random numbers or
even by using different adjustable parameters that
better model the desired system.
We present a method that has been shown
very helpful in obtaining data from micromag-
netic simulations. Though the direct application
to the particular case of skyrmion dynamics was
shown, the method’s fitting function and vari-
ables can be easily redefined in order to extract
data from more general systems, including sys-
tems both inside and outside of the field of micro-
magnetism.
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Appendix A. Pseudo-code
In order to illustrate the implementation of our
proposed meta heuristics, we proceed to show a
pseudo-code in which we minimize f(), that could
be any function, not only the one that was used
for the case of a skyrmion. The value of this func-
tion is evaluated for every frog i, for which the as-
sociated position is given by x(i). At each step,
we print g and best, representing the value of the
function and the position for the best frog.
BEGIN
READ{Rmax, phi, x0, dx, nstep, nfrog}
INITIALIZE best=+inf
FOR i < nfrog DO
INITIALIZE x0-dx < x(i) < x0+dx
CALCULATE f(i)
IF f(i) < best THEN
best = f(i)
g = x(i)
END IF
fprevious(i)=f(i)
END FOR
FOR t < nstep DO
FOR i < nfrog DO
v(i)=Rmax/(phi+1)*(Rand(-1,1)
+phi*Rand(0,1)*sign(gx(i)))
x(i)=x(i)+v(i)
END FOR
FOR i < nfrog DO
CALCULATE f(i)
IF f(i) < best THEN
best = f(i)
g = x(i)
END IF
IF f(i) > fprevious(i) THEN
x(i) = x(i) - v(i)
END IF
END FOR
PRINT{g,best}
FOR i < nfrog DO
fprevious(i)=f(i)
END FOR
END FOR
END
In addition, this code can be adapted for max-
imization problems or for higher dimensions by
changing some IF inequalities or making x(i) a
matrix variable. The code can be even further
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generalized in more abstract forms of x(i); the
only condition is to have a suitable fitting func-
tion f(i) to treat the problem. In the particular
case of this work, f : Rn → R, but the approach
we demonstrated can be adapted to larger and
even more complex optimization problems.
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